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In the past few years we observed a renewed interest in conversational recommender systems (CRS) that interact with users in natural
language. Most recent research efforts use neural models trained on recorded recommendation dialogs between humans, supporting
an end-to-end learning process. Given the user’s utterances in a dialog, these systems aim to generate appropriate responses in natural
language based on the learned models. An alternative to such language generation approaches is to retrieve and possibly adapt suitable
sentences from the recorded dialogs. Approaches of this latter type are explored only to a lesser extent in the current literature.

In this work, we revisit the potential value of retrieval-based approaches to conversational recommendation. To that purpose, we
compare two recent deep learning models for response generation with a retrieval-based method that determines a set of response
candidates using a nearest-neighbor technique and heuristically reranks them. We adopt a user-centric evaluation approach, where
study participants (N=60) rated the responses of the three compared systems. We could reproduce the claimed improvement of one
of the deep learning methods over the other. However, the retrieval-based system outperformed both language generation based
approaches in terms of the perceived quality of the system responses. Overall, our study suggests that retrieval-based approaches
should be considered as an alternative or complement to modern language generation-based approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The promise of modern-day conversational recommender systems (CRS) is to be able to support a human-like interactive
dialog with users in natural language. In recent years, we observed an increased research interest in such systems,
which is fueled by the increased spread of voice-controlled devices and advances in natural language processing and
machine learning in general; see [8, 12] for recent surveys on the topic.

Many recent works in the area follow an end-to-end learning approach, where machine learning models are trained
on a larger set of recorded recommendation dialogs between users. The ReDial dataset is a prominent example of such a
dataset from the movie domain, which was used for the development of a CRS, for example, in [4] and [18]. Technically,
most of these recent CRS are based on a language generation approach, probably due to the popularity of deep neural
models in general, where the system uses the learned model to generate sentences in natural language in response to
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utterances by the user. Technically, different deep neural network architectures are commonly used for the language
generation task, including recurrent neural networks (RNN) and sequence-to-sequence encoder-decoder models. These
networks are often combined with additional components and external knowledge bases for the recommendation task,
i.e., for determining the items to be recommended.

An alternative to language generation approaches are retrieval-based approaches. Here, the main idea is to retrieve
and possibly adapt existing utterances from the dataset of recorded dialogs. Retrieval-based approaches are commonly
used in question-answering (Q&A) systems, where the system tries to identify the best response to a given question
within a Q&A database [28–30, 36]. However, in the context of CRS, retrieval-based approaches are currently receiving
less attention, maybe due to the current popularity of (large) language models in general. One potential advantage
of retrieval-based approaches over language generation-based ones might lie in the fact that they return utterances
that were previously made by humans, which means that they are usually grammatically correct and in themselves
semantically meaningful.1 Also, retrieval-based methods do not require the potentially costly training of complex
language models. On the other hand, retrieval-based methods might lack in creativity, i.e., the resulting system may
have problems to appropriately react to previously unseen situations; see also [36] for a comparison of generation-based
and retrieval-based approaches.

In the current literature, e.g., in [4] and [18], researchers commonly only compare generation based models against
each other. It therefore remains unclear how retrieval-based approaches would fare in such a comparison. With this
work, our goal is to shed light on this question and to also reproduce previous claimed improvements. To answer
this question, we conducted an online user study (N=60), where participants rated the quality of the responses by
three different CRS for a number of given dialog situations. Specifically, we included two neural language generation
approaches—one that we call DeepCRS [18] and the other called KBRD [4]—and a comparably simple retrieval-based
system in this comparison. We have chosen DeepCRS and KBRD in our comparison for two reasons: (i) both DeepCRS
and KBRD were developed and evaluated in the context of the ReDial dataset, and (ii) they are two of the most recent
neural approaches to CRS that provide the code and material to reproduce the results of their original experiments. We
developed an own retrieval-based system for the purpose of this study. It consists of a nearest-neighbor approach to
find response candidates and a small set of heuristics to rerank the retrieved candidates. Like all compared approaches,
our system also includes a specific modules for the generation of the recommendations.

Through the study we could reproduce the findings from [4] that responses by the KBRD system are on average
perceived to be of better quality than those returned by DeepCRS. However, both complex neural methods were
outperformed by the basic retrieval-based system to a statistically significant extent. On an absolute scale, the average
scores regarding response quality for all compared systems lie between 3 and 4 on a five-point scale (with 5 as a
maximum). This indicates that there is still substantial room for improvement. More detailed analyses furthermore
show that all systems fail in the majority of cases to respond to questions about item-metadata. For example, one failure
situation was observed when the seeker said “I havent seen ‘You Don’t Mess with the Zohan (2008)’ what it about? (sic)”,
and one of the systems responded with “it is about a group of friends who find their lives in the world of the. (sic)” In the
given response, there are actually two problems. First, the response is broken, ending with an incomplete sentence.
Second, the description of the movie is wrong as it is not primarily about a group of friends. Moreover, as observed
in previous research in [11], we could reproduce the phenomenon in our study that the generation-based systems
barely generate new sentences, i.e., almost all returned responses appeared in the same or almost identical form in the

1In our experiments we found that the examined language generation approaches sometimes create ungrammatical or incomplete sentences.
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training data. Overall, we see huge potential for approaches that combine generation and retrieval approaches and
which furthermore rely on additional components to be able to answer questions about item-metadata, either based on
explicitly encoded knowledge bases or through open-domain language models such as BERT or GPT-3.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide details on the compared neural systems and briefly review
evaluation approaches for CRS in general. Next, in Section 3, we give an overview of the developed retrieval-based
system. The evaluation setup is described in Section 4 and results are given in Section 5. The paper ends with a discussion
of implications and an outlook on future directions.

2 PREVIOUS WORK

Language Generation Approaches: DeepCRS and KBRD. Several CRS approaches based on language generation models
were proposed in recent years, and various neural network components were used in these systems, including RNNs,
CNNs, GANs, encoders-decoders pairs, etc. [4, 10, 14, 15, 18, 36].

In this work, we focus on the DeepCRS and KBRD systems as recent examples of works, which were both evaluated on
the same dataset (ReDial). Basically, this dataset was created in the context of the development of DeepCRS with the help
of crowdworkers who were tasked to participate in a conversation, where one person had the role of recommendation
seeker and one was the (human) recommender. Overall, the dataset, which uses movie recommendations as an application
domain, consist of over 10,000 dialogs.

The DeepCRS system, published at NeurIPS ’18, uses an architecture that involves a hierarchical recurrent encoder
derived from HRED [31] and a switching decoder based on [32]. For each observed seeker utterance, the system checks
if a movie was mentioned and, if this is the case, uses an RNN to infer the sentiment (preference) towards the movie.
The user’s preferences are then handed over to an auto-encoder based recommendation module which is pre-trained on
MovieLens data. The recommendations are finally used by the output decoder to generate the response to the user.

KBRD, presented at EMNLP-IJCNLP ’19, is also a neural end-to-end learning system. Technically, it is based on a
sequence-to-sequence encoder-decoder Transformer framework [33]. The Transformer was preferred over HRED in
this architecture due to its often better performance for different NLP tasks [5, 20, 22, 27, 33, 37]. The recommendation
module of KBRD moreover relies on external information about movies, and it involves a knowledge graph based on
DBpedia data [17]. Thereby, the system is able to consider movies and their features that are observed in the dialog
history in the recommendation process.

Retrieval-based Approaches. Various retrieval-based approaches have been proposed for a number of NLP tasks, e.g.,
machine translation or question-answering (Q&A), see, e.g., [1, 7, 28–30]. In particular, Q&A style systems gained
importance in recent years due to the widespread use of digital assistants like Apple’s Siri, but they often do not support
multi-turn dialogs required by a CRS. Nonetheless, several of these systems are interesting from a technical perspective.

The AliMe chatbot system [26], for example, is a Q&A system that combines retrieval and generation elements,
where a sequence-to-sequence model is used to rerank a previously retrieved set of candidate responses. Similarly, a
retrieval-based Q&A system based on an inference network model is proposed in [2], which implicitly supports ranking
of the candidate responses in a Q&A database using the query structure and annotations in addition to keywords. Apart
from single-turn Q&A systems, a few hybrid approaches were also applied for multi-turn dialog systems. For example,
[36] presents a hybrid approach where the retrieval component returns a set of candidates from an existing dataset that
contains queries and responses. Another practical example of such a hybrid approach is Microsoft’s XiaoIce, a popular
social chatbot system [38], which determines response candidates with two query-response databases.
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Overall, while such hybrid approaches were found to be useful for Q&A scenarios and general dialog systems, we
are not aware of works that aim to combine the outputs of language generation and retrieval modules in a similar way
for the problem of conversational recommendation. Moreover, we did not identify any natural language based CRS that
is mainly based on the retrieval of past responses like the system that we propose in this work and that we use in our
study.

Evaluation of Conversational Recommenders. Evaluating a CRS is often considered to be challenging, as the evaluation
process typically requires more than an assessment if the made recommendations are relevant for the user, using, for
example, metrics like Precision and Recall. Some specific quality dimensions like dialog efficiency, i.e., how quickly the
system finds a recommendation that matches the user’s interest, are sometimes assessed with simulation experiments.
Some researchers also resort to linguistic measures to asses the quality of the generated system responses, which
however can have major limitations [19]. Ultimately, studies involving humans in the loop in almost all cases are
required to assess the quality of a CRS in a more holistic manner. Results of various user studies are reported in the
literature, e.g., in [3, 9, 13, 16, 21, 23, 25, 34], where the studies focus on various quality aspects, e.g., perceived effort or
overall usefulness of the system.

The DeepCRS [18] and KBRD [4] systems investigated in this paper were evaluated in various dimensions, using
both offline experiments, e.g., regarding recommendation accuracy or the accuracy of sentiment classification, and
studies that involve human evaluators. The human evaluation of the DeepCRS system was based on collecting feedback
from several annotators regarding the relative quality of the utterances generated by the DeepCRS and the HRED
baseline system. The authors found that DeepCRS performed better than HRED based on the feedback by the annotators.
Regarding KBRD, the evaluation of the system was also based on different evaluation approaches. In the human
evaluation part of the original studies, the authors of KBRD asked human judges to assign scores on a scale from
1-3 to the responses generated by the DeepCRS and the KBRD system. The quality criterion for this assessment was
consistency with the utterances in the dialog so far. Their study showed that the KBRD on average received better scores
than the DeepCRS system.

In this work, we not only aim to reproduce these findings regarding the superiority of KBRD over DeepCRS in terms
of the user-perceived quality perception of responses including recommendations, but also want to understand how a
basic retrieval-based system would fare in such a comparison. As done in the evaluation of the KBRD system [4], we
ask study participants to provide absolute scores for the responses by the different systems. In our case, we however
involve a larger set of independent human evaluators in an online study. Note that in the evaluation of DeepCRS and
KBRD only 10 judges were involved, and little is known about how they were recruited or which specific instructions
they received.

3 A BASIC RETRIEVAL-BASED CONVERSATIONAL RECOMMENDER SYSTEM (RB-CRS)

The RB-CRS system used in our comparison has two main modules. The retrieval module is responsible for retrieving
candidate responses from the “training” dataset, given the current dialog situation, which includes the last utterance of
the recommendation seeker. Furthermore, it selects one of the candidates as a response using heuristics. In case the
selected response includes a recommendation—i.e., it is not, for example, a greeting response—the recommendation

module is then responsible for determining a suitable item to recommend in the given situation. The item name (i.e., a
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movie title) is then integrated into the selected response in which we replaced specific movie mentions with placeholders
in a preprocessing step. To ensure reproducibility, we share all code and material used in our study online2.

Retrieval and Ranking Approach. In the first step of the candidate retrieval process we take the last seeker utterance
in the current dialog (for which we seek a response) and determine the n most similar seeker utterances in the ReDial
dataset. In our experiment, we used 𝑛 = 5 as it led to a quite diverse set of responses and good results in a pretest.3 To
compute the similarity scores, we use a TF-IDF encoding of the utterances to which we previously applied common
preprocessing steps like conversion to lowercase, replacing movie titles with placeholders, removing stop words and
special characters etc.4

Given the 𝑛 most similar seeker utterances, we consider the immediately following recommender responses in the
dataset as response candidates. In order to avoid that too short and too long sentences are considered, we ensured that
all returned candidates have a length between 2 and 12 words. While too short responses might not contain enough
relevant information, long responses often address more than one question or intent by a seeker. Note that the mean
length of recommender responses in the ReDial dataset is 9.68 (SD=7.75), which informed the choice of our boundaries.

To select a response among the 𝑛 = 5 candidates, we first check if there are at least two5 responses that mention a
movie title. In this case, we assume that answering with a movie recommendation is the best option and we return the
shortest of these candidates. Our intuition for this choice is that for a recommendation response, more concise answers
are preferable. If, on the other hand, almost all (at least four) response candidates do not mention a movie, we return
the response candidate without a movie mention which had the highest similarity value in the previous retrieval step.

Recommendation Approach. Our system supports two possible user intents, once it has determined that the response
should be a recommendation: (i) the user seeks recommendations based on their stated movie preferences, or (ii) the
user looks for recommendations of a certain genre, e.g., ‘horror’. We distinguish between the two intents by scanning the
dialog so far for movie and genre mentions. Roughly speaking, if the seeker mentioned some movies in the dialog, we
assume a positive preference towards these movies and assume the first intent. Otherwise, if one of about 30 predefined
genre keywords—these can be derived from datasets such as MovieLens—is found, we assume that genre-based movie
recommendations are preferable.

Technically, the method that relies on stated movie preferences—used for intent (i) above—retrieves a set of movies
that are most similar in the latent factor space to the last mentioned movie in the dialog.6 To that purpose, we first
apply matrix factorization on the underlying MovieLens-25M dataset and then use cosine similarity to measure the
distance between item embeddings. Technically, we used the TruncatedSVD method from Python’s sklearn library, with
the number of latent factors set to 20. From the most similar movies in the latent space, we then retain those that also
have a genre overlap with the last mentioned movie. The purely genre-based method used for intent (ii), on the other
hand, matches the last identified genre in the dialog so far with the genres of the movies in the catalog. Clearly, for both
methods more elaborate schemes are possible. In both cases, we finally apply popularity filters to avoid too obscure

2https://github.com/ahtsham58/RB-CRS
3We only considered the very last seeker utterance for retrieval; in our future works, we plan to investigate if considering more context in the retrieval
phase is beneficial as proposed in [35].
4We also experimented with Sentence-BERT [28] as a semantic encoding, but this led to worse results.
5This and other thresholds were determined through pretests, in which we used another sample of randomly selected dialogs as test set to fine-tune our
approach.
6There are a few situations where the mentioned movie is not part of the MovieLens dataset. In this case, we use a genre-based approach described below,
based on movie metadata in the ReDial dataset.
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Fig. 1. Response Rating User Interface

recommendations, which can occur in purely similarity-based approaches, see also [6]. Note that in case a response
contains both a movie mention and a genre keyword, we apply the movie-based recommendation approach.

DeepCRS KBRD RB-CRS
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Fig. 2. Average Ratings and Rating Distribution

In the final step before we return the system response, we parameterize the chosen response candidate to contain the
title of the recommended movie and we also replace relevant metadata in the response. The metadata replacement is
based on a small set of heuristics. If, for example, the chosen response sentence is “Maybe you should check out [movie-
ID]. It’s extremely scary”, we replace any genre mentions (here: “scary”) with the correct value for the recommended
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movie. Similar replacements are also done for mentions of actors, using the underlying MovieLens dataset. In that
respect, our system is similar to KBRD, which also relies on external meta-data in the response generation process.

4 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

We created a web application for the purpose of our study, where study participants were tasked, after informed consent,
to assess to what extent the given responses by three different chatbots implemented through DeepCRS7, KBRD8, and
RB-CRS, are meaningful. For DeepCRS and KBRD we reused the original code provided by the authors to generate the
responses given the seeker utterances. We trained the models by ourselves using the same hyperparameters and dataset
splits for training, validation, and test as in the original works; assuming the hyperparameters were optimized by the
authors for this dataset. For our RB-CRS system, we applied the same splitting approach.

This evaluation approach differs from the original ones for different reasons. First, in our work, we are interested in
absolute assessment and not relative ones as done in [18]. Second, differently from [4], we use a 5-point scale instead
of a 3-point scale to obtain more fine-grained feedback. Third, we asked participants to assess the meaningfulness of
the responses instead of the linguistic consistency as in [4], because (i) linguistic consistency may be too narrow as a
criterion as it does not cover recommendation quality and (ii) assessing consistency requires a certain level linguistic
expertise [4], which we do not generally assume in our study.

Participants were provided with instructions on how to assess the meaningfulness of a response, e.g., in terms of
a logical dialog continuation or a recommendation, using a scale labeled from “Entirely meaningless” to “Perfectly
meaningful”. Specifically, in case a response includes a recommendation, participants were told to assess the quality of
the complete response, including the suitability of the provided recommendation. The user interface regarding a dialog
situation and responses from three systems is shown in Figure 1.

We randomly sampled 70 dialogs from the ReDial dataset for the experiment. For each participant, we randomly
selected 10 dialog situations that start at the beginning of the dialog and end with a seeker utterance which was randomly
determined. The responses from the three different systems, i.e., DeepCRS, KBRD, and RB-CRS, therefore correspond to
possible continuations of this situations that the study participants had to assess. The order of the presented responses
was also randomized. To be able to check that participants did the task with care, we implemented an attention check in
one of the 10 dialog situations.

For an independent evaluation, we recruited 87 participants both through Amazon Mechanical Turk and through
personal contacts. After removing 27 non-attentive participants, we ended up with N=60 participants and 540 dialog
situations with 3 response assessments each. On average participants needed 11.2 minutes for the task. The collected
demographic data reveal that the majority of the participants were fluent in English and frequent movie watchers.
This indicates that the participants involved in this study on average had the right background with suitable skills to
accomplish the task. Detailed statistics about the participant demographics can be found in the online material.

5 RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the average scores to the responses by the three systems and the distribution of the ratings. Regarding the
comparison of DeepCRS and KBRD, our findings are in line with those made with the help of human evaluators in [4],
i.e., that KBRD is the favorable system on average. More importantly, however, we found that a retrieval-based system
based on nearest neighbors on average leads to even better results than recent and complex neural language generation

7https://github.com/RaymondLi0/conversational-recommendations
8https://github.com/THUDM/KBRD
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approaches. An ANOVA analysis revealed that the differences between the means of the three groups are statistically
significant (𝑝 < 0.01). A Tukey HSD test furthermore shows that the differences in all pairwise comparisons between
the three systems are significant as well, with 𝑝 < 0.01 in all cases. Overall, the results suggest that retrieval-based
methods can be a promising alternative or complement to recent language generation approaches for CRS, in particular
as the examined generation-based CRS do not actually generate many novel sentences, as observed in [11].

Given these observations, we made some additional (preliminary) investigations regarding the question in which
situations the systems fail, an analysis which is mostly missing in previous works. A manual inspection of the responses
show that all systems have difficulties in answering seeker questions regarding movie metadata, e.g., if a movie features
a certain actor or falls into a certain genre, or when asked for an explanation. We identified 25 unique situations in our
study where the dialog ended with such a specific seeker question. Based on the ratings for such responses, we found
that DeepCRS worked best here, but also received very low ratings in more than two thirds of the cases. Our RB-CRS
system also exhibited relatively poor performance in such situations. However, we observed an interesting pattern here.
In the described situations, RB-CRS often received a score of 3 in case it reacted with a recommendation response. KBRD,
in contrast, mostly returned non-suitable non-recommendation responses in the same situations. This might indicate
that users may be somehow more tolerant when they are presented with (unexpected) recommendations instead of
another type of non-perfect responses. More research is however required to better understand such phenomena.

6 CONCLUSION

In our work, we could reproduce that the more recent KBRD system for conversational recommendation in natural
language can be favorable over the DeepCRS system in terms of user perceptions. Moreover, our study highlights the
potential value of relying on retrieval-based components when building a CRS. Finally, our work provides a study
design that may serve as a blueprint for future human-centric evaluations of such systems. Generally, we see our work
as a first step in that direction, and many improvements are possible in terms of the algorithmic solution. Furthermore,
our study emphasizes that datasets like ReDial can have their limitations that are due to the way how they were created.
Dialogs happen mostly on the level of movie instances and conversations about meta-data barely happen. This generally
limits what both generation-based and retrieval-based methods can achieve and calls for the integration of additional
information sources and/or general-purpose language models such as BERT in such systems, see also [24].
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